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Introduction
Nowadays, cancer is one of the leading causes of mortality all over the world, which 
remains a clinical challenge. Despite various treatment approaches developed, chemo-
therapy using toxic therapeutic agents is still the most utilized treatment regimen in 
clinic (Anand et al. 2023). Due to unsatisfactory pharmacokinetics and lack of specific-
ity of therapeutic agents, therapeutic benefit of conventional chemotherapy is far from 
satisfactory, which is also accompanied by severe adverse effects. The past decades have 
witnessed great progress of nanomedicines for in vivo drug delivery for cancer therapy 
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(Behranvand et al. 2022). Nanomedicines using nanoparticles as carrier of therapeutic 
agents can not only significantly improve pharmacokinetics of therapeutic agents, facili-
tating their accumulation in tumor, but also reduce their toxicity to normal tissues and 
cells by shielding them (Bhatia et al. 2022). As a result, enhanced therapeutic outcome 
along with reduced adverse effects is predictable, as extensively validated in xenograft 
tumor model. On the other hand, clinical data from nanomedicines approved and still 
in clinical trials affirm that therapeutic outcome of nanomedicines is overrated and their 
outstanding benefit is reduced adverse effects for better life quality but not prolonged 
survival rate of cancer patients (Zhang et  al. 2023). Thus, clinical translation of nano-
medicines is largely impeded with approved nanomedicines far below expectations (Sun 
et al. 2022a).

Since first investigated by Matsumura and Maeda in 1986, the EPR effect, arising from 
defective tumor vasculature for drug accumulation and dysfunctional lymphatic systems 
for drug retention in tumor, becomes the rationale for nanomedicine design. TME in 
animal xenograft tumor model is homogenous, contributing to consistent EPR effect 
in preclinical study. In contrast, the EPR effect in cancer patients is heterogeneous and 
variable even in an individual cancer patient, affected by a wide range of factors, such as 
tumor pathology and tumor stage (Zi et al. 2022), resulting from highly heterogeneous 
human TME. Over-idealizing the EPR effect might mainly lead to translational failure of 
many well-designed nanomedicines. Therefore, several strategies are developed to aug-
ment the EPR effect. As TME is a physical barrier against drug delivery, one promising 
strategy is to utilize EPR-enhancing agents to remodel TME to facilitate drug accumu-
lation and penetration in tumor, which has already been tested in clinical trials (Sub-
han et  al. 2023). However, this field requires more studies to assess the EPR effect in 
cancer patients. Moreover, the biosafety of EPR-enhancing agents should be also taken 
into consideration. Another strategy is to modify nanomedicines with targeting and/or 
TME-responsive moieties components to enhance drug delivery. The former involves 
surface-engineered moieties targeting TME components and cancer cells for targeted 
drug accumulation at tumor sites, while the latter involves incorporated responsive 
moieties, enabling sensitive release at tumor sites in responding to TME for improved 
bioavailability (Liu et al. 2023; Long et al. 2021, 2020; Lu et al. 2022; Sun et al. 2022b). 
However, this strategy needs sophisticate chemical modification and is thus not an easily 
achievable approach.

Continuous endeavors are still being made to improve drug delivery. It is a conclusion 
that the intrinsic physicochemical properties of nanomedicines, such as size, surface 
charge, surface chemistry, and shape, can regulate their distribution for improved drug 
delivery to targeted tissues as well as tumor (Cai et  al. 2023). The exact relationships 
between the physicochemical properties and distribution are unfortunately inconclu-
sive, attributing to the interrelationships of the physicochemical properties (Chen et al. 
2023). In some cases, the results are even contrary. For example, Yang et  al. reported 
that positively charged LPs were prone to be distributed into the lung (Yang et al. 2013), 
whereas He et al. found that negatively charged polymeric micelles, regardless of size, 
preferred to be distributed into the lung (He et al. 2010). Thus, targeted delivery through 
physicochemical properties-tailoring strategy remains challenging. It is reported that 
HH, referred as to reduced ambient pressure under high-altitude exposure, can lead to 
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a series of physiological changes of the body, which may affect absorption, metabolism, 
and elimination of a drug for significantly changed pharmacokinetics. Thus, intermit-
tent HH is used to improve the pharmacokinetics of some common drugs for enhanced 
bioactivity, while not causing HH-related tissue damages or (Burtscher et al. 2022; Zhu 
et al. 2022). Meanwhile, considering that TME is hypoxic, which might be categorized 
into normobaric hypoxia being of reduced oxygen fraction, HBO, as a clinical treatment 
choice for carbon monoxide poisoning, decompression sickness, and other ischemic and 
hypoxic diseases, has recently emerged as a novel treatment regimen for cancer. Through 
nearly 100% oxygen and elevated atmosphere pressure, typically 2–3 ATA, HBO can 
effectively increase oxygen dissolved in the plasma and thus increase oxygen transport to 
major tissues as well as tumor in a hemoglobin-independent manner. As a result, HBO 
enhances drug penetration across tumor as well as enhancing the sensitivity of cancer to 
radiotherapy and photodynamic therapy for better therapeutic outcome (Liu et al. 2021; 
Wang et al. 2023; Wu et al. 2018).

Encouraged by these findings, it is interesting to determine the effect of external oxy-
gen conditions, such as HH and HBO, on in  vivo biodistribution of nanomedicines, 
especially in tumor, with the aim to improve their therapeutic outcome. However, 
related work is barely reported. Herein, we synthesized PTX-LPs and then compared 
their tissue distribution under AO, HH, and HBO conditions in subcutaneous tumor 
xenograft model. The results showed that HH improved the distribution of PTX-LPs in 
the heart and liver, whereas HBO did not benefit and even impaired the distribution. 
Notably, there is no difference found in the distribution in subcutaneous tumor under 
AO, HH and HBO, although HH could significantly improve pharmacokinetics of PTX-
LPs. Thus, we further constructed orthotopic liver tumor model, attempting to improve 
the accumulation in tumor for effective live cancer therapy through HH-promoted dis-
tribution in the liver.

Materials and methods
Chemical, cell, and animal

All lipids, including DOPC, Chol, and DSPE–PEG), were purchased from AVT (Shang-
hai) Pharmaceutical Tech Co., Ltd. PTX was obtained from J&K Scientific (Shanghai, 
China). The other main chemicals were from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent (Shanghai, 
China).

Mouse hepatoma cell line (H22) was gotten from the Institute of Biochemistry and 
Cell Biology (Shanghai, China). Cells were cultured in RPIM-1640 supplemented with 
10% fetal bovine serum. BALB/c mice (6 weeks, female) were supplied by Animal Center 
of Nantong University.

LPs synthesis and characterization

Synthetic procedure

Blank LPs were synthesized by the thin-film evaporation and ultrasonic hydration 
method according to the previous work (Cao et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2014). In a typi-
cal experiment, DOPC, Chol, and DSPE–PEG (4:1:0.6, w/w, total 11.2 mg) were mixed 
in 3 mL of chloroform in a round-bottomed flask. The mixture was evaporated under 
vacuum to form thin lipid film. The film was then hydrated with 5 mL of PBS (pH = 7.4) 
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for 10 min at room temperature, followed by bath sonication for 5 min, to obtain homo-
geneous liposomal suspension. To synthesize PTX-LPs, hydrophobic PTX was mixed 
with the lipids in chloroform in a ratio of the lipids to PTX (5:1, w/w), which was then 
subjected to evaporation, hydration, and sonication. The obtained PTX-LPs were finally 
transferred to a dialysis bag (MWCO = 14,000) and dialyzed against PBS (pH = 7.4) for 
3 h under magnetic stirring to remove unloaded PTX. Due to poor solubility of DTX in 
water, Tween 80 was added into the PBS (0.5%, v/v) to increase the solubility when being 
dialyzed.

Morphology, size, and surface charge

TEM (JEM-200EX, JEOL) was used to observe the LPs. Liposomal suspension dropped 
on a copper grid needed negative staining before TEM observation. DLS (Zetasizer 
ZS90, Malvern) was used to determine the hydrodynamic diameter and zeta potential of 
the LPs. At least triplicate measurements were performed.

Drug encapsulation efficiency and loading efficiency

HPLC (Waters) was utilized to quantitatively analyze PTX using the following HPLC 
conditions:  C18 column; methanol/acetonitrile (35:65, v/v) as the mobile phase; 230 nm 
as the detection wavelength. Twenty microliters of free PTX in methanol were injected 
into HPLC for analysis and a standard curve was obtained by plotting peak area of PTX 
against its concentration (0.1–10 μg/mL). To determine the encapsulation efficiency (EE, 
%) and loading efficiency (LE, %) of PTX, 0.2  mL of PTX-LPs suspension was treated 
with 3  mL of methanol and then filtered with 0.22  μm filter to remove precipitates. 
Afterwards, methanol solution containing loaded PTX was collected for HPLC analysis. 
EE was defined as loaded PTX versus totally added PTX, while LE was defined as loaded 
PTX versus totally added lipids plus loaded PTX.

In vitro drug release

In a typical experiment, 1 mL of PTX-LPs suspension transferred into in a dialysis bag 
(MWCO = 14,000) was immersed in 30 mL of PBS (pH = 7.4) containing 0.5% Tween 80 
(v/v) with gently magnetic stirring, which was maintained under HH and BHO for 1.5 h. 
In the following, 1  mL of PBS (pH = 7.4) containing released PTX was withdrawn for 
HPLC analysis. The PBS was preconditioned under HH and BHO overnight. The ratio of 
released PTX to loaded PTX was determined as in vitro release ratio. Samples placed in 
AO was considered as control group.

Animal experiments

Tumor modeling

Subcutaneous tumor xenograft model was constructed by subcutaneously injecting 
0.1  mL of H22 cell suspension (2 ×  107  cells/mL) into right flank of BALB/c mice. To 
construct orthotopic liver tumor model, the liver of BALB/c mice was surgically exposed 
and 10 μL of H22 cell suspension (1 ×  108 cells/mL) was then injected into the liver. The 
would was sealed and sutured. The cell suspension was placed on ice before use.
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HH and HBO protocols High-altitude exposure at an altitude of 5000 m (oxygen par-
tial pressure,  PaO2 = 12 kPa) in a HH chamber was performed to mimic HH exposure. 
Similarly, a customized HBO chamber was used to generate HBO (2.5 ATA, 100% oxy-
gen). Mice were placed in HH or HBO chamber for 1.5 h. For HBO, mice were slowly 
decompressed before being taken out from the chamber.

Pharmacokinetics and tissue distribution study Pharmacokinetics and tissue distri-
bution were studied in healthy and subcutaneous tumor-bearing BALB/c mice, respec-
tively. Mice were intravenously injected with free PTX and PTX-LPs (5 mg PTX/kg 
body weight) and immediately subjected to HH or HBO exposure for 1.5 h. Immedi-
ately after the exposure, mice were taken out the chambers and sacrificed to collect 
blood and some major tissues, including the heart, liver, spleen, lung, kidney, brain, 
large intestine, small intestine, stomach, and tumor. For blood samples, the samples 
were centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min and were then treated with a mixture of chlo-
roform and methanol (4:1, v/v). After removing precipitates through filtering, followed 
by rotary evaporation to get rid of the organic solution, the samples were redissolved 
in methanol for PTX determination by HPLC. For tissue samples, the samples were 
first homogenized and then treated with the mixture of chloroform and methanol to 
determine PTX. Subcutaneous tumor-bearing mice received drug injection at the 12th 
day of subcutaneous tumor modeling. A group maintained under AO were regarded 
as control group.

Therapeutic study

Therapeutic outcome was studied in orthotopic liver tumor-bearing mice. Beginning 
at the 12th day of orthotopic liver tumor modeling, mice were intravenously injected 
with PTX-LPs (5 mg PTX/kg body weight) and immediately subjected to HH or HBO 
exposure for 1.5 h. This injection exposure was repeated for three times every three 
days. Body weight of mice was monitored every two days and their survival situation 
was checked every day. When at least three mice were alive in each group, mice were 
sacrificed and the liver was collected for observation, weighing, and for therapeutic 
study. Liver weight index was defined as liver weight versus body weight. Meanwhile, 
blood was collected for hematologic study.

Statistical analysis

All data were presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD) or mean ± standard error 
of the mean (SEM). Unpaired Student’s t test was used for two-group comparison, 
while one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was used for multiple-group com-
parison, using GraphPad Prism. A p value less than 0.05 was considered significantly 
different.

Results and discussion
Blank LPs and PTX-LPs were synthesized by the classic thin-film evaporation and 
hydration method. DLS revealed that the hydrodynamic diameter of LPs assembled 
from DOPC, Chol, and DSPE–PEG was around 135  nm with negatively charged 
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surface. After PTX loading, their diameter was slightly increased with slightly neu-
tralized surface charge (Fig. 1A, B). The representative curves of hydrodynamic size 
and zeta potential of PTX-LPs are shown in Fig.  1C, D. TEM image exhibited that 
PTX-LPs were spherical with TEM size significantly less than hydrodynamic size 
(Fig.  1E). The weight ratio of fed lipids to PTX was 5:1. At this ratio, PTX-LPs had 
a high EE (85.1%) and LE (14.5%). Increasing fed lipids or reducing fed PTX would 
slightly improve EE but significantly deteriorate LE. For example, when the ratio 
was 10:1, EE increased to 90.3%, whereas LE sharply reduced to 8.3%. Meanwhile, 
although increasing fed PTX could increase LE, it was harmful to the stability of LPs, 
leading to rapid precipitation. In the following, in vitro drug release of PTX-LPs was 
investigated to determine whether HH and HBO exposure could result in the damage 
of liposomal membrane or structural instability of LPs for drug leakage. As demon-
strated in Fig. 1F, the released percentage of PTX from PTX-LPs under HH and HBO 
was very similar to that maintained under AO. This result suggests that HH and HBO 
exposure for at least 1.5 h will not impair structural stability of LPs as well as not pro-
moting drug release.

It is extensively reported that nanomedicines have profoundly improved phar-
macokinetics compared with their corresponding free forms. Herein, despite rela-
tively high mean plasma drug concentration of PTX-LPs compared with free PTX 
at 1.5 h post-injection, no considerable difference was found between them. Similar 

Fig. 1 LPs characterization. A Hydrodynamic size and (B) zeta potential of blank LPs and PTX-LPs. 
Representative curves of (C) hydrodynamic size and (D) zeta potential of PTX-LPs. E TEM image of PTX-LPs. F 
Release percentage of PTX-LPs after HH or HBO exposure for 1.5 h. PTX-LPs maintained under AO served as 
control group. Data were presented as mean ± SD (n = 3)
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phenomenon was observed in others’ work (Li et  al. 2011). Interestingly, HH expo-
sure considerably improved the pharmacokinetics of PTX-LPs, while HBO exposure 
had no beneficial effect on the pharmacokinetics and even impaired the pharmacoki-
netics (Fig.  2A–C). Similar trend was observed in the repeated injection-exposure 
treatment regimen (Fig.  2D). It is suggested that HH would impair the activity of 
drug-metabolizing enzymes and therefore compromise the metabolization of drugs 
for the improvements in their pharmacokinetics (Vij et al. 2012; Zhu et al. 2022). Of 
course, HH can also upregulate the expression of some proteins to facilitate drug 
metabolization, which ultimately impairs pharmacokinetics (Luo et  al. 2017). The 
results regarding the effect of HBO on pharmacokinetics of drugs are also contradic-
tory. It was found that HBO had no considerable role in the pharmacokinetics of gen-
tamicin (Merritt and Slade 1993), while beneficial effect was observed in carboplatin 
(Suzuki et al. 2008; Yamazaki et al. 2006). These results indicate that the effect of HH 
and HBO on pharmacokinetics of drugs including nanomedicines are very complex, 
which is far away from being completely understood.

In the following, the effect of HH and HBO exposure on tissue distribution of PTX-
LPs was investigated. As shown in Fig. 3, HH exposure generally improved distribu-
tion of PTX-LPs in various normal tissues, especially showing significant difference in 

Fig. 2 Effects of HH and HBO exposure on the pharmacokinetics of PTX-LPs. Photographs of (A) HH and (B) 
HBO chambers. Plasma drug concentration of free PTX and PTX-LPs after (C) the 1st treatment and (D) the 2st 
treatment. Healthy mice were intravenously injected with free PTX and PTX-LPs (5 mg PTX/kg body weight) 
and immediately subjected to HH or HBO exposure for 1.5 h. Data were presented as mean ± SEM (n = 4). 
*p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01
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the heart and liver in comparison with AO. Under AO, the vascular wall of the body 
is tight, which does not allow easy paracellular transport. With HH exposure, the vas-
cular permeability increases, thus facilitating nanoparticles penetration for improved 
tissue distribution (Devadasu et  al. 2012). Of course, improved pharmacokinetics 
under HH might also contribute to improved tissue distribution. This finding suggests 
that HH exposure might be particularly suitable to deliver heart or liver-targeted 
drugs. Unexpectedly, HBO exposure exerted no beneficial influence in tissue distribu-
tion of PTX-LPs in comparison with AO, and even remarkably impaired tissue distri-
bution in the heart, liver, large intestine, and stomach compared with HH. Moreover, 
there was no considerable difference in the distribution of PTX-LPs in subcutaneous 
tumor under AO, HH, and HBO. The reason remained unclear. It has been evidenced 
that HBO exposure can directly improve oxygen content in major tissues as well as in 
tumor, and can thus facilitate drug penetration across tumor to boost chemotherapy 
(Wang et al. 2021). Contrary to this, adjuvant HBO exposure unfortunately exhibited 
no therapeutic advantage over PTX-LPs in subcutaneous tumor-bearing mice in our 
further animal experiment (data not shown), which accorded well with the distribu-
tion in tumor. This result suggests that the responses of cancer to HBO might be can-
cer type-dependent (Moen and Stuhr 2012).

The results regarding adjuvant HBO exposure in cancer therapy were disappointing. 
However, in views of HH-promoted distribution in the liver, it is interesting to study 
whether HH exposure can improve nanomedicines distribution in orthotopic liver 
tumor for enhanced therapy. With the protocol illustrated in Fig.  4A, the effect of 
HH and HBO exposure on the distribution of PTX-LPs in orthotopic liver tumor tis-
sue was first determined. In line with our expectation, compared with AO and HBO, 
HH exposure significantly improved the distribution (Fig.  4B). Encouraged by this, 
the injection-exposure treatment was repeated and therapeutic outcome of PTX-LPs 

Fig. 3 Tissue distribution of PTX-LPs in the heart, liver, spleen, lung, kidney, brain, large intestine, small 
intestine, stomach, and subcutaneous tumor after HH and HBO exposure. Subcutaneous tumor-bearing 
BALB/c mice were intravenously injected with PTX-LPs (5 mg PTX/kg body weight) and immediately 
subjected to HH or HBO exposure for 1.5 h. Data were presented as mean ± SEM (n = 4). *p < 0.05 and 
**p < 0.01
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under AO, HH, and HBO was compared. As shown in Fig. 4C, the mean survival time 
of PBS, PTX-LPs (AO), PTX-LPs (HBO), and PTX-LPs (HH) was 20, 24, 25.5, and 
30  days, respectively. HH exposure considerably enhanced therapeutic outcome of 
PTX-LPs for prolonged survival time. At the end of animal experiment, the liver with 
orthotopic tumor was collected for photographing and weighing. It was found that 
the orthotopic tumor in PTX-LPs (HH) was relatively small, contributing to remark-
ably low liver weight index compared with PBS, PTX-LPs (AO), and PTX-LPs (HBO) 
groups (Fig.  4D, E). Histopathological study by H&E staining further revealed that 
highly proliferative tumor cells were effectively inhibited in PTX-LPs (HH) group, 
leading to a large necrotic region (Fig. 4F). Hematologic result was also indicative of 
therapeutic outcome. As shown in Fig.  4G, H, compared with healthy mice, ortho-
topic liver tumor caused significant increase of serum AST and ALT serving as the 
indicators of liver function. After treatment with PTX-LPs (AO) and PTX-LPs (HBO), 
AST and ALT decreased, due to the inhibition of orthotopic liver tumor. Especially, 
PTX-LPs (HH) treatment further notably decreased AST and ALT, indicating their 
enhanced therapeutic outcome compared with PTX-LPs (AO) and PTX-LPs (HBO). 
According to the treatment protocol, the mice were subjected to intermittent HH 
after drug treatment. While intermittent HH is not supposed to be of anti-tumor 

Fig. 4 Therapeutic outcome and safety evaluation in orthotopic liver tumor-bearing mice. A Protocol for 
therapeutic outcome and safety evaluation. B PTX content in orthotopic liver tumor after drug treatment 
followed by HBO or HH exposure for 1.5 h. C Survival monitoring. D Photographs of harvested tumor-bearing 
livers. Red circles indicated tumor sites of the livers. E Liver weight index. F H&E staining of orthotopic liver 
tumor. Hematologic examination for (G) AST and (H) ALT reflecting liver function. I Hematologic examination 
for CK reflecting heart function. Orthotopic liver tumor-bearing mice were intravenously injected with 
PTX-LPs (5 mg PTX/kg body weight) and immediately subjected to HH or HBO exposure for 1.5 h. Data were 
presented as mean ± SEM (n = 3 or 8). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001
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outcome, the enhanced therapeutic outcome of PTX-LPs (HH) is owing to HH-pro-
moted distribution of PTX-LPs in the liver for facilitated accumulation in tumor.

Given that HH also improved the distribution of PTX-LPs in the heart, the cardio-
toxicity caused therefrom was a serious concern. Fortunately, no difference in serum 
CK reflecting heart function was found between healthy group and tumor-bearing mice 
with or without the treatment. There was also no difference in body weight among all 
groups (data not shown). These results suggest that HH exposure itself is safe to the 
heart. Moreover, despite HH-promoted substantial distribution of PTX-LPs in the heart, 
the reduced toxicity of PTX-nanomedicine ensures the safety of PTX-LPs treatment 
with adjuvant HH exposure.

Conclusion
In summary, we prepared PTX-LPs and then studied the effect of HH and HBO exposure 
on their pharmacokinetics and tissue distribution. The results showed that HH exposure 
significantly improved the pharmacokinetics of PTX-LPs with facilitated distribution in 
the heart and liver, whereas HBO did not benefit and even impaired the pharmacoki-
netics and distribution. Given that HH exposure could not improve the distribution in 
subcutaneous tumor, we thus constructed orthotopic liver tumor model, with the aim 
to improve therapeutic outcome of PTX-LPs in treating liver cancer through HH-pro-
moted distribution in the liver for further effective accumulation in tumor. As expected, 
PTX-LPs with adjuvant HH exposure significantly inhibited the growth of orthotopic 
liver tumor for prolonged survival time, while not causing unfavorable side effect. Our 
finding revealed the potential of intermittent HH exposure in treating liver cancer.
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